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The isolation and characterisation of single cells from a heterogeneous population are important

processes in cell biology, immunology, stem cell research, and cancer research. In the development of

novel cell-based therapies, there is a considerable need to target specific cell types to allow for further

analysis and amplification ex vivo. We introduce, herein, the use of droplet-based microfluidics as

a platform technology for the identification and quantification of distinct cell phenotypes. Using

molecular labelling of specific cell populations by antibodies and fluorescent dyes, detection of single

cells encapsulated within picolitre-sized aqueous droplets can be performed using high-sensitivity

confocal fluorescence detection. Specifically, rare progenitor cells were immunodetected within

a heterogeneous population of cells isolated from human periosteal tissue. Using this model human cell

population, the accuracy and reproducibility of the droplet system were tested and the results were

verified using conventional flow cytometry. It was found that the quantitation of phenotypic

subpopulations measured using both techniques is directly comparable. Accordingly, this study

demonstrates the biological capacity of droplet-based microfluidics for cellular analysis and provides

a necessary first step towards the development of a novel cell sorting technology.
1. Introduction

The ability to identify and isolate single cells from heterogeneous

populations is an important procedure in a variety of experi-

mental and clinical applications. Segregated cells, representing

subpopulations, can provide important information about

a wide range of cell and population parameters and thus extend

the understanding and control of biological processes. In

particular, the development of single-cell tools would allow the

detection of rare tumour cells in blood for disease prognosis,1

provide an assessment of disease progression rates in human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection,2 and allow selective

targeting of malignant cells.3 Moreover, enrichment steps will be

necessary when creating novel stem cell and gene therapies,

which rely upon the selection and characterisation of rare stem

cell populations identified in numerous adult tissues.4–9

To date, a variety of isolation strategies have been employed

for this task, including fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS),

limiting dilution, density centrifugation, magnetic sorting, and

adherence to glass and plastic surfaces.10,11 Most popular
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amongst these techniques is FACS, which is a specific type of

flow cytometry that allows each cell to be characterised and

sorted according to a range of distinct biochemical and

biophysical characteristics. Exploiting this strategy, rare cell

types such as stem cells, antigen-specific B and T cells and

circulating tumour cells have been identified and isolated.1,12–15

These successes are, in part, due to developments in fluorophore

and antibody production and availability, which have led many

researchers to focus their purification efforts on immunopheno-

typic assays utilising cocktails of monoclonal antibodies.16–23 In

this way, rare stem/progenitor cell populations are targeted

based on the expression of intra-/extra-cellular molecules.

Although these popular techniques have enjoyed widespread use

over recent years, new analytical technologies offer the promise of

improved analytical performance, enhanced functionality and

robust versatility in a variety of cell-based assays.24–29 Amongst

these technologies, droplet microfluidic systems offer the possi-

bility of rapid, specific and detailed analysis of cell populations. In

these systems, picolitre-sized droplets generated from immiscible

phases can be produced at high frequencies (in excess of 1 kHz)

and can act as discrete and isolated reaction compartments to

study a number of biological and chemical processes.30 In this

context, droplet microfluidic systems have been used as analytical

tools to examine enzyme kinetics,31 libraries32 and assays,33

protein crystallisation23,34,35 and biological assays.36–38 More

recently, droplet microfluidic systems have been successfully

demonstrated to effect single-cell encapsulation and manipula-

tion.36,39,40 Accordingly, such droplet systems have the potential

to define a new high-throughput screening platform that can

sample, encapsulate, manipulate, process and detect single cells

and more importantly the presence of rare cell phenotypes. For
Analyst, 2009, 134, 2239–2245 | 2239
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cell biologists and tissue engineers alike, the compartmentalisa-

tion provided by the droplets is particularly valuable for precisely

analysing multiple cellular characteristics simultaneously. An

initial demonstration of this biological potential was recently

provided by our group36 and Koster et al.,39 where droplet-based

microfluidic systems were able to quantify protein expression and

cell viability and metabolism.

The studies presented herein significantly extend these proof-

of-principle experiments and describe the use of droplet micro-

fluidics to identify and quantify the presence of rare mammalian

cell phenotypes within a heterogeneous biological population.

Using fluorescent-conjugated antibodies against distinct cell-

surface proteins, alkaline phosphatase and Stro-1, we were able to

target cells at different stages of differentiation and lineage

commitment. Based on the time-integrated fluorescence signal of

these markers, the identification and enumeration of three

developmentally distinct cell phenotypes were demonstrated.

Additionally, to test the accuracy of the microfluidic approach,

results were compared to expression levels obtained using tradi-

tional flow cytometry techniques. The adult human periosteum

was selected as the mammalian cell source due to its rich cellular

heterogeneity and its potential for therapeutic applications in

the repair and regeneration of musculoskeletal tissues.23,41–44

Additionally, periosteal cells can be easily derived from small

periosteum tissue explants harvested from adult donors and

expanded ex vivo. Phenotypically, periosteal cells are composed of

a heterogeneous population of mesenchymal and hematopoietic

cell types at different stages of maturation and lineage commit-

ment, including a small subset of stem cell like cells.45–47

2. Experimental

2.1. Harvest of periosteal tissue and isolation of cells

This study was approved by the United Kingdom NHS Ethics

Committee (Project RREC2700). Periosteal tissue specimens

were obtained from patients (providing informed consent and

between the ages of 31 and 73 years) undergoing elective knee

surgery at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London. Explants

were harvested from the proximal tibia using a periosteal

elevator, and transported in Earl’s Balanced Salt Solution at

37 �C. Explants were weighed, finely minced, and enzymatically

digested with 3 mg ml�1 collagenase D (Roche Applied Science,

West Sussex, UK), 3 mg ml�1 collagenase type II (Sigma-Aldrich,

Poole, UK) and 5 mM CaCl2 in growth medium (high glucose

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium containing 10% v/v foetal

bovine serum, 1% v/v L-glutamine, 100 units ml�1 penicillin,

100 mg ml�1 streptomycin) (all from Invitrogen, Paisley, UK).

After incubation at 37 �C for 4.5 h, the cell suspension was

washed, passed through a 70 mm cell strainer (Falcon, Becton

Dickinson, Oxford, UK), and counted. Cells were then placed

into monolayer culture and allowed to attach to tissue culture

plastic for a period of 4 days. All characterisation experiments

were carried out using serially expanded periosteal cells between

passages 0 and 10.

2.2. Antibody staining

Antibodies raised against Stro-1 and human bone/liver/kidney

alkaline phosphatase (ALP) were tested for their specificity,
2240 | Analyst, 2009, 134, 2239–2245
titrated, and used at concentrations varying from 1 to 2.5 mg 10�6

cells. Stro-1 is a yet unidentified antigen present on the surface of

developmentally primitive cell types with osteogenic potential.

Under certain culture conditions Stro-1+ cells are able to give rise

to an array of stromal cell types, including smooth muscle cells,

adipocytes, chondrocytes, and osteoblasts.17,48,49 The bone/liver/

kidney isoform of ALP, although not specific to the osteogenic

lineage, is a well-documented marker of committed osteoblasts.50

Together, these two independent antibodies were used to dissect

human periosteal cell populations according to surface protein

expression.

Approximately 1–3 � 105 periosteal cells of passages 0–10

were incubated in 1 ml of blocking buffer (phosphate buffered

saline pH 7.4, 0.01 M (PBS) containing 2% (w/v) bovine serum

albumin (BSA), 0.1% (v/v) foetal bovine serum, and 0.1% (v/v)

normal mouse serum) (all from Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min at

room temperature to limit non-specific binding. For direct

staining, cells were then incubated with APC (Allophycocyanin)-

conjugated ALP for 45 min at 4 �C, washed in PBS containing

2% (w/v) BSA + 0.1% (w/v) sodium azide (flow buffer), centri-

fuged, and resuspended in 300 ml of flow buffer prior to analysis.

For indirect staining using primary mAb Stro-1, the cells were

first incubated with the primary mAb (45 min at 4 �C), washed,

and incubated with a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conju-

gated fragment F(ab0)2 of goat anti-mouse secondary Ab (Jack-

son ImmunoResearch, Suffolk, UK) for 45 min at 4 �C.

Matched-isotypes were used as negative controls and prepared at

the same concentrations as their matched primary Ab. To facil-

itate an even supply of cells to the microdevice, 25% Percoll

(Sigma-Aldrich), filtered using a 5 mm syringe filter, was added

into the final cell suspension. Percoll is a suspension of colloidal

silica particles (15–30 nm diameter) coated with poly-

vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) that alleviates cell sedimentation during

the transferral of cells into the microfluidic device.33
2.3. Microfluidic device fabrication

Microfluidic devices were fabricated by standard soft litho-

graphic processing of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). SU-8

masters on 400 diameter silicon wafers (IDB Technologies, UK)

were lithographically patterned to serve as PDMS moulds.51

A 10 : 1 (w/w) mixture of base (tetra(trimethylsiloxy)silane) and

curing agent (tetramethyltetravinyl cyclotetrasiloxane) from

a SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit (Dow Corning

Limited, UK) was degassed and poured onto a master and then

cured at 65 �C for between 4 and 5 h, after which the PDMS

replica was peeled off. For cell delivery, large access holes

(�1 mm in diameter) were punched into PDMS channel ends

using a syringe needle. To complete, the structured PDMS

substrate was contacted with a 1 mm thick microscope slide that

acted as a support structure. Access holes in the microscope slide

were drilled using a 1 mm diameter diamond dental drill bit

(Diama International, Inc., London, UK). These holes coincided

with inlet and outlet reservoirs in the PDMS layer. Fused-silica

capillaries (375 mm od, 150 mm id, Composite Metal Services Ltd,

Hallow, UK) were then inserted through the holes of the

microscope slide and glued using a two-part epoxy (Araldite

2014, RS Components, Corby, UK). These capillaries served as

a fluidic interface between the microfluidic device and macroscale
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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reservoir. The microscope slide with capillary connection

was then bonded to the PDMS replica using an oxygen

plasma treatment. To allow for optical interrogation using high

numerical aperture objectives, PDMS microchannels were

enclosed permanently with a 160 mm microscope cover slip by

oxygen plasma bonding. The completed PDMS device consisted

of two inlets and an outlet, having a 50 mm deep, 50 mm wide and

4 cm long channel.

2.4. Droplet formation

Droplets were generated using a T-junction microfluidic flow

geometry incorporating 1 aqueous inlet as shown in Fig. 1a. The

cell suspension with 25% Percoll loaded into a 250 ml gas tight

syringe (SGE Europe Ltd, UK) was injected into the perpendic-

ular inlet at a flow rate of 1.0 ml min�1, while an oil solution, a 1 : 2

(v/v) mixture of an electronic coating liquid (EGC-1700, 3M) and

3M fluorinated fluid FC-3283 (3M) with a 1 : 10 (v/v) dilution of

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctanol, was delivered at a flow rate of

1.5 ml min�1 using a 1.0 ml gas tight syringe (SGE Europe Ltd,

UK). The syringes were connected to the microfluidic device (via

the capillaries) using Teflon tubing (0.356 mm id, 1.55 mm od,

Upchurch Scientific) and PEEK fingertights and unions (1/1600,

10–32 threads, VICI AG International, Schenkon, Switzerland).

All solutions were pumped into microfluidic channels using

precision syringe pumps (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus, UK).

2.5. Optical detection system

A custom built confocal spectrometer in a combination with an

Olympus IX71 microscope was used for droplet detection. This

confocal spectroscopic setup, schematically shown in Fig. 1b,

consists of a two colour excitation system using 488 nm diode

(Coherent UK Ltd, UK) and 633 nm He/Ne (Spectra Physics)

lasers. Beam steering optics are used to align the laser beams

within the microscope. A dual-band dichroic mirror (z488/

633rdc, Chroma Technology Corporation, USA) is installed to

allow reflection of 488 and 633 nm laser beams into a 60� water
Fig. 1 (a) A schematic of the microfluidic device having a 50 mm deep, 50 mm

the oil and cell suspension at 1.5 ml min�1 and 1.0 ml min�1, respectively. The ins

along the microchannel. (b) A schematic diagram of a confocal fluorescenc

excitation system using 488 nm diode and 633 nm He/Ne lasers. APD—ava

PH—pinhole and L—lens.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
immersion objective lens (Olympus). This objective lens focuses

the excitation radiation into the microfluidic channel, with the

entire device being placed on a controllable stage (ProScan II�,

Prior Scientific) of the microscope. The two laser beams are

aligned to generate completely overlapped spots that ensure co-

incident excitation of droplets. This is achieved by aligning two

laser spots using an image from a CCD camera (Cascade II,

Photometrics).

Fluorescence emission is collected by the same objective, passed

through the dichroic mirror and then filtered by a dual-band

emission filter (z488/635, Chroma Technology Corporation,

USA) to remove residual excitation light. After that, the fluo-

rescence signal is focused onto a 75 mm pinhole (Melles Griot,

UK) connected to the microscope. Another dichroic mirror

(630dcxr, Chroma Technology Corporation, USA) splits the

fluorescence emission into two paths to be simultaneously

detected by two avalanche photodiode detectors (APDs) (SPCM-

AQR-14, Perkin-Elmer). The reflected fluorescence signal is

filtered by an emission filter (hq540/80m, Chroma Technology

Corporation, USA), and then focused onto the first detector

(green channel) using a plano-convex lens (f ¼ 30.0, id 25.4 mm,

Thorlabs, UK). The transmitted fluorescence emission is filtered

by another emission filter (hq640lp, Chroma Technology

Corporation, USA) and then focused by another plano-convex

lens onto the second detector (red channel). The output of the

detectors is concurrently sent to a multifunction DAQ device for

data logging (PCI 6602, National Instruments).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cell trajectories within droplets

A suspension of human periosteal cells in PBS containing 1% (w/

v) BSA and 25% Percoll (�500 000–1 000 000 cells ml�1) was

immunostained using FITC and APC conjugated mAbs and

loaded into the microfluidic device to generate droplets. Impor-

tantly, the encapsulation and confinement of cells in droplets

remove the possibility of cell-surface interaction. Moreover, the
wide and 4 cm long channel. The experiment was carried out by pumping

et depicts an image of a cell which is encapsulated within a droplet moving

e setup used for droplet detection. This setup consists of a two colour

lanche photodiode detector, DC—dichroic mirror, EM—emission filter,

Analyst, 2009, 134, 2239–2245 | 2241
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Fig. 2 An example of a fluorescence burst scan of 5 s traces recorded.

Droplet signatures obtained from green (middle) and red (bottom)

channels are co-incident and have almost the same height. Spiked peaks

on top of the droplet signals signify the presence of cells. The inset

illustrates an expanded 300 ms part of the main trace. The spiked peaks in

the green and red channels represent stem cells and osteoblast cells,

respectively. Co-incident events from both channels correspond to pre-

osteoblast cells.
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inclusion of a coating liquid (EGC-1700) in the oil solution

renders a clear and thin uniform film (�0.1 mm thick). The thin

film coating the microchannel walls prevents any adsorption

phenomena that will bias the analysis. This coating serves as an

alternative to silane pretreatment.52 On-line droplet detection

was performed at 4.0 mm from the droplet forming region. As

droplets (containing single cells) travel past the detection region

(4 mm from the droplet forming region), the contained cells are

co-incidently excited by the two laser probe volumes at the centre

of the channel. Based on the fluorescence emission spectra and

intensity of each cell-droplet, we are able to confirm the expres-

sion levels of cell-surface antigens Stro-1 and ALP. The fact that

these antigens are present on distinct cell types allowed us to

target three different developmental phenotypes of the osteoblast

lineage. Two previous studies18,19 have independently shown that

by employing dual staining techniques with developmental

markers Stro-1 and ALP, it is possible to identify subpopulations

that, based on functional and phenotypic criteria, appear to

represent cells at different stages of osteogenic differentiation,

namely early progenitors (Stro-1+/ALP�), pre-osteoblasts (Stro-

1+/ALP+), and maturing osteoblasts (ALP+/Stro-1�). Progenitor

cells stained with Stro-1–FITC were only excited by the 488 nm

excitation radiation and emit ‘green’ fluorescence, while ALP–

APC stained pre- and mature-osteoblast cells were only excited

by the 633 nm excitation radiation and emit ‘red’ fluorescence.

Due to dual labelling, pre-osteoblast cells are excited simulta-

neously by both lasers and thus emit both ‘green’ and ‘red’

fluorescence. Fluorescence bursts corresponding to the transit of

single cells through the detection volume were recorded at 50 ms

resolution for a 60 s acquisition time. It was noticed that single

cells inside the droplets were preferentially located in the middle

of the channel width, as seen in Fig. 1a, ensuring that every cell

passage was detected.

An example of a fluorescence burst scan recorded over a time

period of 5 s for both green and red detection channels is shown

in Fig. 2. Droplet signatures from the green and red channels

were co-incident and approximately constant in height. It should

also be noted that the fluorescence background present in all

experiments is due to cell autofluorescence and the presence of

unbound antibody left in solutions after staining. Attempts to

reduce this non-specific fluorescent background resulted in an

inability to clearly define positive and negative staining in

droplets. In fact, the background fluorescence proved advanta-

geous in some respects and was utilised to define droplet location.

The transient ‘spiked’ peaks located on top of the background

droplet signal correspond to the transit of a cell through the

detection volume. Variation in the fluorescence intensity of such

peaks was observed in both the green and the red channels. This

disparity is likely to be a consequence of a variable number of

fluorophores being excited, which in turn is defined by a distri-

bution of residence times of cells within the optical detection

volume.
3.2. Cell analysis

All data originating from the droplet system were analysed using

MatLab version R2007a (Mathworks, Cambridge, UK). The

number of specific cells from each channel was counted to

quantify each cell subpopulation of interest. MatLab algorithms,
2242 | Analyst, 2009, 134, 2239–2245
adapted from our previous work in single molecule and particle

detection,36 were used to differentiate between background

counts and droplet signatures to define droplet localisation. To

determine single-cell events, a threshold (Thr) was set using 2

standard deviations of the droplet mean height. This threshold is

characterised as a rectangular-shaped signal, as shown in Fig. 3a.

Accordingly, every peak above this threshold value was consid-

ered to originate from a single-cell event. Due to the existence of

autofluorescent proteins and molecules on and/or within cell

membranes, the cell peaks observed were not solely representative

of stained cells. Accordingly, appropriately matched-isotype

control antibodies were used in parallel with positively stained cell

samples to determine the level of background fluorescence and the

number of unstained cells. The number of events calculated from

the control samples was subtracted from the number of events

originating from the stained samples to quantify the absolute

numbers of stained cells in each subpopulation. Surprisingly,

many ‘small’ peaks, having intensities just above the threshold,

were observed in the positively stained samples and not in isotype

control samples. These peaks will cause an error in the number of

positive cells calculated in each subpopulation after subtraction.

These small peaks are most likely due to unbound antibodies left

in solution and not a result of cell autofluorescence, since they

were only found in stained samples. In addition, the stained cell

peaks should be significantly higher than the threshold intensity.

Consequently, a secondary threshold, namely ‘search above’

(SA), was established to allow discrimination of these small peaks.

The SA value is defined according to,

SA ¼ Thr + 3/2Thr
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 3 Cell characterisation. (a) An example of threshold setting in the

green channel. A threshold was established above the droplet height to

define cell peaks. The threshold was represented as rectangular-shaped

signal. (b, c) Probability distributions of cell occupancy per droplet and

cell localisation within droplets, respectively.

Fig. 4 Co-incident events between green and red channels. The number

of co-incident peaks denotes pre-osteoblast cell population.
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By using this additional threshold parameter, only peaks above

the SA value are called and defined as cell peaks.

A probability distribution of cell occupancy (per droplet) is

illustrated in Fig. 3b. Under the flow rates operated and sample cell

density, single-cell occupancy per droplet was achieved. Specifically

the instantaneous occupation probabilities are 75% (for an empty

droplet), 20% (for single occupancy) and 5% (for double occu-

pancy). It should be noted that the cell occupancy in each droplet

can be easily controlled by changing flow rates and cell loading.

Data obtained from the current experiments were recorded over

approximately 1000 droplets, which is enough for ensemble cell

quantification. Additionally, average cell location within droplets

was extracted from the temporal variation in fluorescence intensity.

Inspection of Fig. 3c illustrates that most cells are localised towards

the front of a droplet (in the direction of flow).
Table 1 Identification of stage-specific cell phenotypes using flow
cytometry and droplet microfluidics

Donor

Stro-1+/ALP�

(% total)
ALP+/Stro-1�

(% total)
Stro-1+/ALP+

(% total)

FC Droplet FC Droplet FC Droplet

31 years male 4.31 4.08 3.78 3.20 0.41 0.32
73 years male 10.12 8.23 9.35 9.15 2.36 2.86
32 years male 0.70 0.75 13.71 13.80 0.50 0.57
43 years female 0.29 0.38 29.64 30.43 —a —a

a No measurement due to not enough cells.
3.3. Analysis of co-incident events

To quantify each cell population (in terms of the relative

proportion of progenitor cells, pre-osteoblasts and osteoblasts),

co-incident events between the green and red channels were

evaluated. Co-incident peaks are defined by an exact temporal

match between peaks in both green and red channels. If peaks are

offset by more than 1 ms, they are not considered to be co-

incident. An example of such co-incident data is shown in Fig. 4.

In this sample, 70 co-incident events were identified, indicating

the number of pre-osteoblast cells possessing both ALP and Stro-

1 markers (Stro-1+/ALP+) present. Subtraction of these co-inci-

dent events from the total number of cells in the green and red
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
channels provides the true number of only green and red cells, i.e.

progenitor cells and osteoblast cells, respectively.

3.4. Droplet-based microfluidics versus flow cytometry

To prove the accuracy and biological capability of the droplet-

based microfluidic system, cell characterisation results from the

microfluidic system were correlated with flow cytometry data.

Full details about flow cytometry analysis are available in ESI.†

Phenotypic results were compared in periosteal cell cultures

derived from 4 different donors aged 31–73 years). For both

analytical techniques the same sample population was used, so as

to allow for direct comparison and reduce the likelihood of

population differences. Comparative results are presented in

Table 1, in which Stro-1+/ALP�, ALP+/Stro-1� and Stro-1+/

ALP+ symbolise progenitor cells, osteoblasts and pre-osteo-

blasts, respectively. When comparing the results generated using

flow cytometry (FC) with droplet-based microfluidics, we found

that both systems detected almost identical expression levels of

each phenotype in each donor. Similarly, these population

percentages, particularly Stro-1+ cells, are consistent with

expression levels measured in other stem cell sources; such as the

trabecular bone explants, bone marrow, synovium, adipose

tissue, and muscle.18,53,54 The small differences (�1.9%) noted in

the expression levels between the two analytical techniques were

most likely due to discrepancies between the user-defined gates
Analyst, 2009, 134, 2239–2245 | 2243
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and thresholds. Furthermore, the droplet-based microfluidics

approach was able to detect both minute and substantial donor

dependent differences in each target phenotype, particularly the

ALP+/Stro-1� population, which was expressed in >3% to <29%

of the total population. This wide range in sensitivity is impor-

tant to many biological based assays, which are reliant on the

ability to detect both small- and large-scale changes in cell

characteristics and functions. These include the identification of

phenotypic changes in cells due to donor age, sex, and health,

and cell culture microenvironment.55–62
4. Conclusions

This study demonstrates that droplet-based microfluidics is an

accurate and reproducible strategy to simultaneously isolate and

detect typical (ALP+) and atypical (Stro-1+) cell types present in

heterogeneous cell cultures. By controlling fluid streams in

microchannels, we were able to compartmentalise single cells and

direct droplet-laser interactions to measure cell-surface proper-

ties. These data (measured for each individual cell) when corre-

lated with other cell characteristics, allowed us to easily obtain

information on how a targeted parameter is distributed in a cell

population. Moreover, single-cell measurements performed

using the droplet-based microfluidics platform were found to be

in excellent agreement with results generated using conventional

flow cytometry. This confirms the biological capacity of droplet-

based microfluidics and further verifies this technology as an

accurate and reliable alternative to flow cytometry-based assays

for cell characterisation.

For therapy development, droplet microfluidics represents

a potentially fast and efficient clinical platform technology for

purifying and further characterising heterogeneous populations.

The ability to target cell-surface markers expressed selectively by

distinct cell types is particularly useful for the enrichment of stem

cells, which are found to reside in a variety of tissues at extremely

low copy numbers (e.g. about 0.01–0.001% of total bone marrow

cells63). The isolation of rare cells is, of course, entirely dependent

on their identification. Accordingly, this study is the very first

step towards the development of a novel microfluidics-based cell-

sorting platform. As shown here, droplet microfluidics provides

a simple route to physically encapsulating and simultaneously

characterising single cells. Future experiments will now focus on

the use of droplet-based microfluidic systems combined with

external electric fields to safely and effectively separate viable

cells from heterogeneous populations. This will define the next

generation of high-throughput single-cell assays using droplet-

based microfluidics.

Ultimately, droplet microfluidics is a robust tool that has the

potential to simplify complex biological processes so that we may

better comprehend their interactions, functions, and role in

biology. Apart from stem cell research, this technology would be

hugely useful in numerous application fields, including immu-

nology, microbiology, parasitology, and oncology.
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